
 

 

PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Cambridge, UK – October 16, 2017 

 

GRANTA OFFERS MATERIAL PROPERTY AND UL YELLOW CARDS DATA 
FOR PLASTICS SELECTION 

Enhanced solution makes it easier to find plastics for safety critical components 

Granta Design has announced an extension to their agreement with UL that makes additional Prospector  

material property and technical information, including UL Yellow Cards data, accessible through the 

GRANTA MI™ materials information system. Corporate users can now access this widely respected source 

of plastics information alongside their proprietary materials knowledge and other information from 

Granta’s comprehensive digital reference library, stored in their GRANTA MI-based company materials 

database.  

Prospector contains around 90,000 plastics datasheets from leading manufacturers. Previously available in 

GRANTA MI, this resource has now been enriched with curve data and additional data on plastics additives. 

Additionally, Prospector includes UL Yellow Cards, a globally recognized safety and quality guarantee. UL 

Yellow Cards are issued when those materials have successfully undergone UL testing to appropriate 

standards and provide engineers with confidence that their choice of plastic will meet safety requirements. 

This data, along with UL Colorants data, is available in GRANTA MI for the first time. 

Materials engineers, design engineers, product safety engineers, and research scientists, can find materials 

property and technical information, including UL Yellow Cards, according to generic material type, and can 

match required performance criteria for a particular thickness and color. They can also find drop-in 

replacements for a current material grade, including finding grades with a UL Yellow Card and/or necessary 

safety performance criteria. Colorants that may be used without compromising a particular safety criteria 

can also be identified.  

More information is available through an on-demand webinar – Finding plastics for safety critical 

applications by applying comprehensive material property data and UL Yellow Cards. Presented by Dr. 

Sarah Egan, Product Manager of Granta’s data products, this webinar offers case studies of plastics 

selection. The webinar can be viewed via this link:  

https://www.grantadesign.com/webseminars/2017/Prospector_Plastics.htm 

“Our agreement with UL has enabled us to extend our library with the outstanding source of data for 

product teams aiming to ensure safe plastics selection,” said Dr Patrick Coulter, Chief Operating Officer at 

Granta. 
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ABOUT GRANTA DESIGN LTD 

Granta are the materials information technology experts. The company develops market-leading software 
for managing materials and process information in engineering enterprises, and a series of tools for 
applying that data to key materials and product design decisions. Granta serves sectors as diverse as 
aerospace, defense, energy, medical devices, automotive, motorsports, manufacture of consumer and 
industrial equipment, materials production, and publishing. Customers realize multi-million dollar benefits 
in reduced cost, enhanced product performance, improved quality, and faster design turnaround. Granta 
was founded in 1994 as a spinout from the University of Cambridge and the work of Professors Mike Ashby 
and David Cebon. For further information, visit www.grantadesign.com.  

Follow @GrantaDesign on Twitter. 

 

ABOUT UL 

As a global company with more than 120 years of expertise, UL works with customers and stakeholders to 
help them navigate market complexity. UL brings clarity and empowers trust to support the responsible 

http://www.grantadesign.com/
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design, production, marketing and purchase of the goods, solutions, and innovations of today and 
tomorrow. We connect people to safer, more secure, more sustainable products, services, experiences and 
environments – enabling smarter choices and better lives. For more information, visit www.ul.com and 
www.ulprospector.com. 

 

ABOUT GRANTA MI 

GRANTA MI is the leading system for enterprise materials information management. A single ‘gold source’ 
for all of your materials data saves time, cuts costs, and eliminates risk. Apps, tools to capture and re-use 
knowledge, and support for CAD, CAE, and PLM all help you to drive material innovation, empower design, 
and solve materials-related business problems. For further information, please www.grantadesign.com.  

 

IMAGE DOWNLOADS AND FURTHER INFORMATION  

• For media info and to download supporting images: www.grantadesign.com/news/media.htm  

• Product information: https://www.grantadesign.com/products/data/ulyellowcards.htm 

 
MEDIA CONTACT:      

Beth Harlen, Technical Marketing Communications Specialist  
Granta Design Limited, UK +44 (0)1223 218 000 ext. 332, USA +1-800-241-1546, 
beth.harlen@grantadesign.com    
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